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1. Let Z be a locally compact space and let p be a Radon measure on Z. 
By MG(Z, CL) we denote the set of all bounded, p measurable functions on Z 
to R. A mapping p : Mz(Z, ~1) ---f M,“(Z, p) is called a lifting of Mg(Z, p) if 
P(f) =f (1) 
f=g=-P(f)=Pw (2) 
P(l) = 1 (3) 
f>O*p(f)>O (4) 
Pbf + 459 = 4 f > + b(g) (5) 
p(fg) = df 1 Phi9 (6) 
If C*(Z) denotes the set of all bounded, continuous functions from Z to R, 
then p is called a strong lifting if 
P(f) =f for f E C*(Z). (7) 
If p(f) = f for f E K(Z) [K(Z) = the set of continuous functions on Z to 
R with compact support], then p is strong. If a mapping 
satisfies only the properties (l)-(5), then we say that p is a linear lifting. We 
define a strong linear lifting similarly. 
While it is known that there always exists a lifting of Ms(Z, p), it is an 
open problem as to whether a strong lifting always exists. We may also 
consider the problem of the existence of a lifting p satisfying (7) above for 
subalgebras of Mz(Z, p) different from Cb(Z) [see the problem section of (211. 
Various important cases where a strong lifting exists were indicated in (I). 
In this paper we bring contributions to these problems. We show that there 
exists a lifting on Mg(Z, p) such that p(f) = f for f E M”,(R”“, p) and right 
continuous. Using these results, we show the existence of a strong lifting 
on various compact spaces which are, in particular, non-metrizable. 
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2. Consider the space P(m > 1) and let pm be the Lebesgue measure 
on R”. 
DEFINITION 1. A function f : fi -+ R is called right continuous if1 
limz~zo,z+z~ f(x) = f (x0) for every x E Rm. 
We denote by C+b(Rm) the algebra of all bounded, right continuous 
functions on Rm. 
THEOREM 1. There z’s Q Z;fting p on M;(Rm, pm) such that p(f) = f fm 
all f E C+b(Rm). 
Proof. For each x = (xr ,..., x,) E R” and tt EN*(= 1,2,...) set 
* + + = ( x1 + $ )..., x, + f 1 
and 
For each f E M,“(R”, p,,J and tt E N*, define fn : R” -+ R by 
It is immediate that fn E Cb(P), whence fn E M,“(R”, pm). 
Let 9 be an ultrafilter on N* finer than the Frechet filter on N*. Note that 
supncNl ) fn(x) 1 < N,(f) for all f E M,“(Rm, pm) and all x E Rn”. We deduce 
that, for each x E Rm, the mapping n ++ fn(x) has a limit fm(x) with respect 
to the ultrafilter ‘?/. We define in this way the bounded mapping fm : x ++ fm(x) 
on R”. By a derivation theorem [ fn(x)] converges to f(x) almost everywhere 
(with respect to t+,J. Hence, fm and f coincide almost everywhere (with 
respect to pm). Hence, fm E Mz(Rna, ,u,J and foe = f. 
If we define y by y(f) = foD for f E M,“(R”, ,u,J, then y is clearly a linear 
lifting of M,“(R”, pm). Furthermore, if f E C+b(Rm), then for each x E R” 
and E > 0 there exists a 8, > 0 such that f(x) - E <f(t) <f(x) + E if 
t > x and d(x, t) < 6,; whence 
f lx) - E <f%(X) = E.L I; ( )I s, (2) f 0) &n(t) = f (4 + E 
mnx ” 
if n > l/&s. Hence, [f%(x)] converges to f (x) for every x E Rm, forf E C+b(Rm), 
and hence, r(f) = f. 
1 If x = (x1 ,..., x,J and Y = (rl ,..., ym), then x > y means that xi > yi for all 
i = 1, 2 )..., m. 
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Let B be the set of all p., measurable parts of P. We define 8 : B --+ B and 
8’ : B + B by 
44 = ix I YbA) (4 = 11 and B’(4 = ix I YbA) (4 > 01 
for all A E B. If G(r) is the set of all linear liftings (J of Mg(Rm, pm) satisfying 
then y E G(r) and G(r) contains a lifting p [see (2), Theorem 2, Chap. 31. 
Moreover, p(~~) = y(‘pA) for any A E B such that .y(q~J is a characteristic 
function. In our case, vA E C+b(P) if (a, ,..., a,) E Rm, (b, ,..., b,,) E P, and 
24 = {(Xl ,...) x,,J / a, < Xl < b, ,..., a,, < x, < b,}, 
and therefore y(pA) = vA; hence ~(9~) = yA . 
If f E C+V,Rm) and f > 0, we let 
(*) 
it is easy to see that sup Ff = f; since p(f) > p(qA) = cqA , we deduce that 
p(f) 3 f for f E C+b(P), f 3 0. If f E C+b(Rm) is arbitrary, there is a c E R 
such that c + f >, 0 and c -f 3 0. As we have shown above, 
c+df)==dc+f)>c+f and c -p(f) = P(C -f) 3 c -f, 
so that p(f) = f. Hence, Theorem 1 is proved.” 
Remarks. Let %‘/ be a fixed ultrafilter on N* and, for each integer k, 
denote by yk the linear lifting of M,“(ZP, Pi,) constructed in Theorem 1 by 
using the ultrafilter 9. Then 
(1) For every positive integer m, n, with m < 12, we have,3 for 
h =foI7,,~,,, f E JCW”, PA Ah) = rm(f) 0 fl~,ztn . 
(2) For every integer k and for every f = uv, u E C+b(Rk), u E M:(R’, ,uk), 
we have yk(f) = q+(o). 
Both assertions follow from the definition of fn in Theorem 1. 
3. For each x E R and c > 0 let U,(x) = (- x - c, - zc) U [x, x + c). 
Then there is a topology Z on R such that {U,(x) ) c > 0) is a fundamental 
system of s for each x E R. We denote by X the interval [- 1, 1) with the 
topology induced by Z. Then X is nonmetrizable and compact, and f : X -+ R 
is continuous, if and only if, f (2) = f (x+) = f [( - x)-l for each x E X. We 
denote by B and T the intervals [0, 1) and [- 1, 1) endowed, respectively, 
with the usual topology. We denote by 01~ = pi jT and /3i = pi IB the restric- 
2 The method of proof was suggested by the reading of (1). 
3 lTRrn.Rn x1 ,..., x,) = (xl ,..., Y,,,) if (x1 ,..., x,) E R”. ( 
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tions of the Lebesgue measure to T and B. We denote by Ai the Radon 
measure on X defined by the equations 
h(f) = I, (f IB) 4% (8) 
for f E P(X). 
Consider now the product space X” (m E N*). Clearly X” is nonmetrizable 
and compact. We also denote by A,,, the product measure A, @ *es @ A, 
(m times) on Xm. We note that 
(9) 
for every ~EC”(X) (here ~,,,=oL~@**.@cQ and flrn=p,@.**@&, 
both products taken m times). In fact, we deduce easily that (9) holds for 
every function of the form fi @ *** @fm , where fi E Cb(X), (1 < i <m); 
it follows then (use the Weierstrass-Stone Theorem) that (9) holds for every 
fE cyxy. 
For every ei = f l,..., E, = f. 1, denote by uE1 ,..., c the mapping 
(Xl ,*-*, %I%) - (a 1***, E~x,,,) of Rm to Rm. Denote by .P the topology on Xm 
which is the product of the topologies 27, ,..., Z,,, , where & = Z, i = l,..., m. 
It is easy to see that a function f : R m + R is continuous for 2Zm if it is con- 
tinuous for the usual topology on R” and if we have f o o, I,....cm ==f or 
all <I ,..., cm . 
We need below the following4: 
THEOREM 2. If AC Xm, then h,*(A) = 0, if and only if, pm*(A) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose that A C X” with h,*(A) = 0. For each E > 0 let 
U C X” be open and such that A C U, X,*(U) < E. Let 
then sup H = P)~. If f E Cb(Xm), then define f’ : R” -+ R by f’(x) = f (x) 
if x E X” and f’(x) = 0 if x $X”; it is easily seen that f’ E C+b(P) (approx- 
imate f by functions of the form fi @ .** @fm , where fj E Cb(Xm)). Using 
Theorem 1 we then deduce 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we conclude that p,*(A) = 0. 
’ Clearly, supp /L, = X”. 
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Now take A C Xm such that pm*(A) = 0. For each E > 0, take UC R” 
open such that p,,,*(U) < E. Let (f& be a directed family of functions of 
Cb(Rm) such that Supi,lfi = pu . We may suppose that for each i E I, sup fi 
is compact and is contained in U. For each i E I let 
(the sum is taken over all e1 ,..., E,~ where or = & I ,..., E,, = & I). Then 
gi : R” -+ R is continuous for ,?Jm and hi = g, Ix” E Cb(Xm). If h = supiel hi , 
then h 3 F~, SO that we obtain ~up,~X,(h,) = X,*(A). But for each i E I 
(use 9) 
This gives us &,*(A) < E. Since E > 0 was arbitrary, we then obtain 
h,,,*(A) = 0. 
COROLLARY. We have the following results :
(1) The function f : Tm --t R is A, negligible, if and only if, f is am negligible; 
(2) The function f: T” -+ R A, measurable implies far, measurable; 
(3) We have M,“(Xm, A,) C M,“(Tm, q,J, and f = g in M,“(X”, h,,J, Q 
andonlyif,ffginM,“(T*,~~); 
(4) If y is a linear lifting of M,“(Tm, a,), then y [MmR(Xm,A,, is a linear 
lifting of Mg(Xm, A,); 
(5) If p is a lifting of M,“(T”, a,,,), then p (MmR(Xm,A,, is a lifting of 
:qY(Xrn, L). 
Proof. Assertion (1) is immediate. Assertion (3) follows from (2) and (l), 
while assertions (4) and (5) follow from (3). Thus only (2) requires proof. 
Since we may assume f bounded, there then exists a sequence (f <) of func- 
tions in Cb(Xm) such that lim< f&x) = f (x) for x $ A, where &*(A) = 0. 
Since aYnl*(A) = &*(A) = 0 and since each fi is 01, measurable, f is 01, 
measurable. The Corollary is therefore completely proved. 
If f E Mz(Tm, %J we define f’ E M,“(R”, p+.J by f ‘(cc) = f (x) if x E T”, 
and f ‘(x) = 0 if x $ T”. Then we obtain: 
THEOREM 3. The following assertions are valid: 
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(1) Let y be a linear 1;fting of Mg(Rm, pm) such that y(f) = f for 
f E C+b(Rm). Let y’ be the linear lsfing of Mz(T”, a,) dejined by 
r’(f) (t) = r(f ‘) (t) for f E MS(T”, S) and t 6 T”. Then 11 = y’ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is a strong linear 1;fting of Mz(Xm, h,). 
(2) Let p be a l;ftng of M,“(R”, pm) such that p(f) = f for f E C+b(Rm). 
Let p’ be the lifting of Mz(Tm, 4 defined b p’(f) (t) = p(f ‘) (t) for 
f E Mg(Tm, LY,,,) and t E Tm. Then u(f) = p’ (MmR(Xm,AtR, is a strong l$ting of 
M,(X”, L). 
Proof. To prove (1) we note that by statement (4) of the Corollary to 
Theorem 2,~ is a linear lifting. Furthermore, iff E Cb(Xm), then f’ E C+b(Rm), 
so that 
7(f) = y’(f) = r(f’) I Xm =f’ I X” =f, 
so 77 is strong. The proof of (2) follows by using statement (5) of the Corollary 
to Theorem 2. Thus the proof is complete. 
Definition 2 below is taken from Chapter 2 of (2). 
DEFINITION 2. Let A be a subalgebra of M;(Z, ,u) and let 
F,, = (F ) F is CL-integrable, pF E A). 
We say that A is an admissable subalgebra of M,“(Z, p) if 
(1) 1 E 4 ~YZ, CL) C A (NY-T ,4 = {f E M;(Z, p) I p(f) = 0% 
(2) A is closed under pointwise convergence of bounded sequences, and 
(3) If f : Z-+ R is a bounded function such that fqF E A for F EF~, 
thenfEA. 
We now denote by X”O the countable infinite product of the space X, 
endowed with the Z product topology. By h we denote the h, product measure. 
Finally we define5 A, = Mz(Xn, h,) o 17xn.xm + Na(Xoo, h), so that A, is 
then an admissable subalgebra of Ms(Xm, /\) for each 71 (see [2], Chap. 8). 
With this notation we then prove 
THEOREM 4. There exists a strong 1;fting of Mz(Xm, A). 
Proof. For each n, let Q, denote the strong linear lifting of Ms(X”, X,) 
derived in Theorem 3. The mapping w, defined by 
is then a strong linear lifting of A, . Since Un A, C Mg(XoD, A) and since 
f E M,“(Xa, h) implies that f is the pointwise limit almost everywhere of a 
s 17xS,xm is defined by Xm,Xm(~l ,..., x, ,...) = (q ,..., x,) for (x1 ,..., x, ,...) X*. 
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sequence of functions which depend on only a finite number of coordinates, 
we then deduce that Mg(Xm, A) is the admissable subalgebra spanned by 
& A, . We can also deduce that w, 1 A, = w, (see the Remark following 
the proof of this Theorem). 
Let PA, = P, : Mz(Xm, A) - A, denote the projection mapping onto the 
admissable subalgebra 4, . The sequence {yn[Pn( f)]} is bounded, and by the 
Martingale Convergence Theorem, the sequence [(P,f) (x)] converges to 
f(x) for almost every x E Xm. Let 9’” be an ultrafilter on N* finer that the 
Frechet filter on N*, and define the mapping w, : Mz(Xm, A) -+ Mz(Xm, A) 
by 
w,(f) (4 = “$9 w,(P,f) (4, fE qpm, 4; 
we deduce that w,(f) E Mg(Xm, A), with eu,( f) = f. We then conclude 
that w, is a linear lifting of Mg(Xm, A) and that w, 1 A, = w, for each n. 
Let f E Cb(Xsr). By the Weierstrass-Stone Theorem, f is the uniform limit 
of a sequence ( fn) of continuous functions depending on only a finite number 
of coordinates. Then for each n there exists an integer j,, such that fn E A jn , 
so we obtain 
WJf) = li,m w,(f,) = lipf, =f, 
so~~(f)=fforf~C~(X~) d an w, is then a strong linear lifting. Since the 
existence of a strong linear lifting is equivalent to the existence of a strong 
lifting [(Z), Chap. 8, Theorem I], the proof of Theorem 4 is complete. 
Remark. To show that w, [ A, = w,, , it is enough to show that 
~#z) = vna( f) o 17xm,x,z for h = f o 17P.Xn, f E IM;(Xm, A,,). But, by 
statement (1) of Theorem 3 and the Remarks following Theorem 1, we con- 
clude, setting h* = f’ 3 flRm,em, that 
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